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The lateral IGBTs(LIGBTS) have shown geat
promise for use in power ICs. However, the occurrence

of the latch+p, which leads to loss of control of the
collector current by the gate{ias, must be preve,lrted,

because the LIGBT structure contains an inherent

thyristor element. It has been tried exte,nsively to improve
the latchtp characteristics for the LIGBT.I€)

The latchtp for the IGBT can be generally classified
as the static and dynamic modes. The dynamic mode of
the latchrp rccurs in the switching. The cunent densrty

at the latchtp occurs in the dynamic mode is lower than
that in the static mode. Especially, the decrease of the
latch+p current during the turnoff transient under an

inductive load drops noticeably, berause the constant

turnoff current at the storage duration must be
maintained by the minority carriers.

In this study, the modified LIGBT structure for
improving the dynamic latch-up performances is
presented with its numerical simulations and

experimental results. The latchtp currents during the
turnoff transie,nt under the inductive load is estimated at
R.T. and t25"C in comparison with those for the
conventional LIGBT.

Figure L illustrates both structures of the conve,ntional

and modified LIGBTs. The modified LIGBT has no
additional difhrsion layers, as compared with the
conventional LIGBT. The main difference between the
conventional and modified LIGBTs is the place of the
emitter region. In the modified LIGBT the p++mitter
layer exists between the gate and collector regions in
order to divert the holes in the drift region to the emitter
contact, so as not to flow through the pSase layer. The
current flow path in the drift region of the modified
LIGBT and its equivalent circuit are shown in Fig.2. The
RL and R2 indicate the short resistance of the p$ase and
p+cmitter layers, respectively. The resistance in the drift
regron after the conductivity modulation occurs are

divided into two components, Rmodl. and Rmod2.
The electrons are injected through the MOS channel

and the electron current flows along the path 'Ie', as

indicated in Fig.2(a). The hole current has two paths,

'116' and 'I2r'. The holes attracted by the electrons flow
along the I15 path and are collected at the emitter contact
through the Rl. This component of the hole cunent
induces the latchtp. The holes flowing along the I25
path are collected at the emitter contact without flowing
through the area underneath the nr*ource layer, so that
they do not cause the latchtp. At the on*tatg since the
electrons are injected through the MOS channel, the hole

current of the 116 path is large. On the other hand, at the

turnoff state the holes flowing along the 16 path

decrease because the electron injection is stopped. h is
believed that the modified LIGBT structure is responsible
for the improveme,nt of the dynamic latchtp current
durrng the turnoff transient.

(b)

Fig.1 The schematic cross section of the (a)
conventional and (b)modified LIGBTs

c{

Fig.2 (a) The current flow path and (b)
equivalent circuit of the modified LIGBT

The characteristics of the on-state and the turn-off
under the inductive load were simulated numerically by
uslng a two dimensional device simulator. The analyzed
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structure shown in Fig.1 had the size of 0.01.5cm2. The
thickness and resistivity of the drift region were 30pm
and 40Q cnL respectively. Thep$ase layer had a surface
concentration of L.Oxl0r torna and the depth of.3.6pm.
The channel length was 1.5pm. A life time of 0.Lps was
used for the ndrift region. The devicds lengths, including
the drift length of 30pm, of the conve,ntional and
modified LIGBTs were 55pm and 65pm, respectively.
The turnoffsimulations were carried out at R.T.

At the on*tate cunent density of 100A/cm2 with the
gate bias of t5V, the forward voltage for the
conventional and modified LIGBTs are L.TV and 2.8V,
respectively. The forward voltage for the modified
LIGBT is about 1.0V larger than that for the
conventional LIGBT. This is due to the additional
resistance, Rmodl, and to the larger device size than the
conventional LIGBT.

Figure 3 shows the simulated turn-off waveforms at
the controllable current for the conventional and modified
LIGBTs. The results on the dynamic latch+p current
during the turnoff transielrt are L3iONc;rr?- for the
oonventional LIGBT and over 335Nq& for the modified
LIGBT. The turnoff simulations exhibit the about 2.6
times improvement in the latchtp current.
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Fig.3 The simulated turn-offwaveforms at the

controllable current for the (a) conventional
and (b) modified LIGBTs

The conventional and modified LIGBTs were
fabricated on the 3Dpmthick SOI layer with the about
4pm thick buried n+ diffrrsion layer on the Zpm thick
bottom oxidg using the same wafer process foi each. The
resistivity of the SOI layer was 40Q cm. Both IGBTs
had the drift length of 30pm, the channel length of about
\pm and the device size of 0.01,5crn2. The cell pitches of
the conventional and modified LIGBTs were LL0,rzm and
L30pm, respectively. No life time killer was used. The
thneshold voltage and breakdown voltage for both IGBTs
were about 6V and 300V, respectively.

At the current density of 100A/cm2 *ittt the gate bias
of 1,5V, the forward voltage for the modified LIGBT was
3.2V, which is 0.8V larger than that for the conventional
LIGBT. As predicted before, this is due to the additional
resistance and the larger cell size.

The dynamic latchtp current during the turn-off
transient under the inductive load was measured at R.T.
and 1.25oC with the gate resistance of 150Q and the
inductive load of ?,OOpH. The clamp voltage and the gate
bias were 150V and 20V, respectively. The results of
both LIGBTs are shown in Fig.4. The current at which
the latchrp occurs for the modified LIGBT is 35047srn2
at R.T. and 29}6191112 at L25"C. These results indicate
the improvement of about 3.5 times at R.T. and about 5.5
times at L25"C compared with those for the conventio;ral
LIGBT. The distinct improvement of the dynamic latch-
up perfonnance is accomplished, especially at LZS"C.
Experimental results are identical to the simulations.
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Fig.4 Experimental results on the dynamic latchtp
current

The turn-off current at the storage duration must be
maintained by the holes in the depletion layer. Thereforg
it is generally observed that the latchtp curreNrt during
the turnoff transient becomes smaller than that at the on-
state. However, the dynamic latch+p curre,nt during the
turnoff transient for the modified LIGBT is nearly equal
to the latchtp current at the on-statg because the hole
current of the 116 path, which induces the latchtp,
reduces with the reduction of the electron injection. This
is an unique feature of the modified LIGBT.

In summary, wo modified the LIGBT structure for
improving the dynamic latch-up characteristics and
demonstrated its performances. The dynamic latchtp
current during the turn-off transient under the inductive
load for the modified LIGBT exhibits the improvement of
about 3.5 times at R.T. and about 5.5 times at 125.C in
comparison with that for the conventional LIGBT. This
improved latchtp performance can be obtained at the
expense of an increase of 0.8V in the forward voltage
drop.
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